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Introduction
● Welcome to this parental resources booklet!
● This booklet was conceived as complement to the Ella Robot program your child has enrolled in to help with developing

his/her social and communicational skills. It will provide you with information, explanations and resources to help you
support and reinforce the skills that your child is learning with his robot-friend Ella. 

● You may refer to this booklet as your child is learning a new skill, or come back to it to practice a few activities and use the 
visual supports provided if your believe your child needs a little extra practice with some of the newly acquired skills.

● To practice newly acquired skills with your child, you may refer to the “social narratives” provided in each chapter. Using
the same narratives as Ella Robot and the facilitators will help reinforce your child’s learning. You may also use the visual
supports provided at the end of each chapter to further help your child in his learning

● We hope this booklet proves helpful to you and are delighted to welcome you and your child on this Ella Robot journey. 

The CPAS Psychology Department
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cHAPTER 1 CONVERSATIONAL MODULE 1: GREETINGS

Key words that your child has 
learnt in this chapter

2. VOCABULARY

Summary of key points of each 
lesson

1. INTRODUCTION & LESSON 
CONTENT

1. What your child is taught 
during Ella session

2. Social Narratives which serve 
as a guide for you to reinforce 

the learnt behaviors

3. Activities that you can carry 
out with your child

Within each lesson 
content, we wil cover:



Introduction & 
lesson content

01.



introduction

● In this Module, your child will work with Ella 
Robot to learn a specific set of verbal and 
nonverbal behaviours used in everyday life to 
greet other peers and adults.

● Greeting someone is a daily interaction we have 
with other people that allows us to connect
with them. Although seemingly straightforward, 
greeting may be quite challenging for children
with weaker social skills. 

Hi mommy!



Lesson 1
Introduction to Greetings

When we greet a friend, we look at the friend’s face, smile, and say “hi.” I can say “hi” to other kids. I can

say “hi” to grown ups. (See Visual Support 1)

Social narrative



Lesson 2
practice

(No new social narratives--utilize visual supports for previous lessons)

Social narrative



Together with Ella Robot, your child will learn to 
greet a partner he/she hasn’t seen in a while through

a set of three simple and clear steps:
(1) looking at the partner’s face

(2) smiling
(3) using a greeting word

(Lessons 1 to 3).

In these initial lessons of the Greeting Module, your
child will learn and practice the 3 steps of a good 

greeting through role play and practice in simple and 
clear interaction with peers and facilitators.You may

want to support your child’s learning by practising
activity 1 of this chapter. 

Content: lesson 1-3



Lesson 3
When to Greet -- When we have been away from them

Remember, when we greet a friend, we smile, look at the friend’s face, and say “hi.”  

We greet someone when we have been away from them. We greet them when we do not see them for 
some time. We greet someonewhen we see him/her for the first time each day.

Social narrative



Activity 1: Practicing Greetings: Walk Around the House/Playground

Take your child on a walk and act as your
child’s facilitator. Stop when approaching a 
potential partner and remind him/her about 
the appropriate behaviors as needed. 

You may bring visual support 1 with you to 
reinforce your child’s learning.

Play

“Now we are going to take a walk! We are 
going to find people to say ‘hi’ to! 
Remember, to give a good greeting, you
can look at their face, smile, and say ‘hi.’ 
Let’s go!”

introdduction

”Should 

we say 

“Hello” to 

that boy?



Content: lesson 4

With Ella-Robot, your child will learn that to greet adults he is not very familiar with, he/she can use “formal” 
greetings words such as Hello and Hi. With friends and adults he/she is very close to, your child can use “casual” 
greeting words, such as “Hey”, Hi can also be used with friends and familiar adults. 

You can refer to activity 2 of this chapter to help your child master this new learning. You can also support your
child by asking him how well he thinks he knows the person you are about to meet and which greeting word
would be the most appropriate (eg. Let’s go buy some groceries. How well do you know the aunty at the cash out? Do 
you think she is a really good friend you see every day? Is she a little friend or is she an adult? (answer), so which
greeting word should we chose?).

Lesson4 teaches your child three

greeting words and to whom they
should be addressed. 



Lesson 4
Different Greeting Words

DifferentGreetingWords:  I can greet by looking at someone’s face, smiling, and saying, “hi.” Sometimes, I can

use differentwords to greet. Sometimes, I might say, “hello.” Sometimes, I might say, “hey.” These are different
greeting words. I should look at the personand smile when I use these different words. I should wait for a good 
time to greet.  I can try to use different words to greet people. (See Visual Support 2)

“Formal” Greeting/Greetingan Adult:  Sometimes I greet a grown up. When I greet a grown up, I should use a 

“formal” greeting. Sometimes I say “hello” for a formal greeting. Sometimes I say “hi” for a formal greeting. I should
try to smile and look at the grown up’s face when I say “hi” or “hello.” It is okay to say “hi” or “hello” when I do a 
formal greeting. 

“Casual” Greeting: Sometimes I greet another kid. When I greet other kids, I may use a “casual” greeting. I may

say “hey” or “hi.” Sometimes I greet a grown up I know really well, like my parents, babysitter, or therapist. When I 
know a grown up really well, I may use a casual greeting. Sometimes it might be fun to use a casual greeting. 

Social narrative



Activity 2: Understanding formal versus casualgreetings: Making a 
List or a Book

Sometimes it is difficult for children to 
understand who is most appropriate for 
a casual and formal greeting. 

Sit down with your child and talk about 
formal and casual greetings. You can
make a Greetings book with a page for 
formal greetings and a page for casual
greetings. Write names or paste pictures
of adults in the child’s life on the 
appropriate page. 

You can use visual support 2 to help 
your child.



As you child gains confidence and pride in his new greeting skills, he/she might
sometimes interruptothers. When a partner is doing something else, he or she is
“busy”, and your child should refrain for interrupting and wait for the partner to 

become “ready”. Once the partner is “ready”, your child can greet him or her. 

To help your child improve his awareness of people’s “readiness”, you can help him/her
on a daily basis by notifying him/her whether you are busy (eg “I am talking to your

grandma, so I am busy, can you please wait a moment? I will be ready to talk to you soon”), 
or  praise him/her for waiting (eg “I was busy and I noticed to waited before greeting me, 

well done! Good job waiting and not interrupting!”). Verbal praises and descriptions of 
desired behaviours will help your child improve his/her ability to assess whether
partners are “busy” or “ready”. You may also refer to activity 3 of this chapter to 

support your child’s learning by practising.

Content: lesson 5

Lesson5 focuses on teaching your child how 

to recognize the verbal and non verbal cues
indicating whether a partner might be “busy” or 
“ready”. 



Lesson 5
When to Greet -- When to say “hi” and when not to say “hi”

Sometimes, it is NOT a good time to greet a friend, even if we have been away from each other. They might

be “busy”. Busy means the friend is doing something else and cannot talk to me. Maybe he/she is talking to 
another friend. Maybe he/she is talking to a teacher. Maybe he/she is working or reading. Maybe he/she is
on the phone. Maybe he/she is in “time out” or having “quiet time.” When we talk to someone who is busy, 

this is called interrupting. People don’t like it when we interrupt. (See Visual Support 3)

Social narrative



Activity 3: Identifying “Busy” vs. “Ready” 

Give your child the “busy”/ “ready” visual support and go for a walk. When approaching a potential
partner, ask your child to point to you the appropriate card. If the partner is “ready”, your child can greet
him/her. If the partner is “busy”, he/she should try and wait.

Play

“Remember, when we want to greet a friend, it is a good idea to wait for the right time.  If a friend is “busy”(point to 
the visual for “busy” –Visual Support 3), the friend is not available to talk. It is nice to try to wait to say hi until the 
friend is “ready”for a greeting (point to the visual for “ready”). 

Now let’s practice. When you meet someone you want to greet, you will decide whether the are “ready” and we 
can say ‘hi’ to them or if they are “busy” and  you should wait. Remember, to give a good greeting, you can look at 
their face, smile, and say ‘hi.’ Let’s go!”

introdduction



Content: lesson 6

Lesson 6 introduces your child to various “Question Greetings” and how to answer them. 
With Ella-Robot, your child will practice asking and answering to question greeting such as “Hi, how are you?” or

“How is it going?”. Your child will also learn that sometimes, these questions do not need an answer. If you notice 
your child finds it difficult to understand a question that someone might ask (e.g.“How are you?”) or not know 

how to answer, you may explain to him/her that “How are you?” sometimes simply means “Hi”.

“How are you?” “I am fine”



Lesson 6
Idiomatic and Colloquial Greetings

Sometimes my friends use greetings that are questions. Examples: “Hi, how are you?”, “how’s it going?” These

are all question greetings. To anwser a question greeting, I can use different answers. 

Sometimesgrown ups and kids say, “hi, how are you?”. This can be a casual or a formal greeting. 

-When my friend says, “hi, how are you?”, I might say, “fine, thanks. How are you?”. I might say, “Great, thanks. 
How are you?”. I might say, “not bad, thanks. How are you?”. 

Sometimes my friend might not wait to hear my answer to their question greeting. This is ok. Question greetings
do not always need an answer. 

Social narrative



vocabulary

02.



vocabulary

Greeting: This is what we do when we meet someone. We look at the partner’s face, smile, and use a greeting word

Busy: Busy means that the friend or person is doing something else and is not available to talk to me

Interrupting: We interrupt when we start a conversation when someone is busy and we make them stop what they are doing. People usually

don’t like when we interrupt them.

Waiting: Waiting is an important thing to do when someone is busy so that I do not interrupt.I must ive time to my friend to finish what he is

doing before I start greeting him/her.

Question greetings: Using a question greetings means looking at the partner’s face, smiling, and saying “hi, how are you?” or “how’s it

going?”. Question greetings are sometimes used to start a conversation. Sometimes the answer to the question is a routine phrase.

Formal greetings Formal greetings are greeting words often used with a grown up, like a teacher or someone I do not know well. For a formal

greeting, we should try to look at the person’s face, smile, and say, “hi” or “hello.”

Casual greetings Formal greetings are greeting words often used with friends or grown ups I know well. For a casual greeting, I should try to

look at the person’s face, smile, and say “hi” or “hey.”



Visual support 1



Visual support 2



Visual support 3



cHAPTER 1 CONVERSATIONAL MODULE 2: Leave-taking

Key words that your child has 
learnt in this chapter

2. VOCABULARY

Summary of key points of each 
lesson

1. Introduction & LESSON 
CONTENT

1. What your child is taught 
during Ella session

2. Social Narratives which serve 
as a guide for you to reinforce 

the learnt behaviors

3. Activities that you can carry 
out with your child

Within each lesson 
content, we wil cover:



introduction

● Most of us probably simply talk about “saying
goodbye.” However, appropriate leave-taking is
a lot more than that; it’s not just saying the 
word.

● Within the Leave-Taking module, we will teach
“leave-taking” as a set of behaviors: looking at 
the partner’s face + smiling + using a leave-
taking word. Your child will also learn about the 
variety of leave-taking words and when to say
them. He/she will also practice initiating and 
responding to leave-taking from a partner.

Hi mommy!



lesson content

01.



Together with Ella Robot, your child will learn a specific set of verbal 
and non-verbal behaviors for appropriate leave-taking. This will be

done through a set of three simple and clear steps:
(1) looking at the partner’s face

(2) smiling
(3) saying a leave-taking word

(Lessons 1 to 3).

Content: lesson 1-3

In these initial lessons of the Leave-
taking Module, your

child will learn and practice the 3 steps of good leave-
taking through role play and practice in 

simple and clear interaction with peers and facilitators.
You may want to support your child’s learning by

practising activity 1 of this chapter.



Lesson 1
Introduction to Leave-taking

When we are leaving a friend, we look at the friend’s face, smile, and say, “bye.” I can say “bye” to other kids. 

I can say “bye” to grown ups. “Bye” can be a formal or a casual leave-taking word. (See visual support 4)

Social narrative



Lesson 2
When to use leave-taking skills

We use leave-taking skills when we are leaving and will be away from each other. We do leave-taking when

we are leaving for the day. We also do leave-taking when we are leaving someone for a while but will see
them again later. We do NOT do leave-taking when we are NOT leaving a friend, even if we are finished

talking to them.

Social narrative



Lesson 3
Student practice lesson

(no new social narratives--utilize visual supports for previous lessons)

Social narrative



Activity 4: structured practice

Partner, Helper, and Student are all in one room. Before the 
student leaves the room, show him/her the visual support 
and say, “We are going to go to a different room now. We
are going to leave. Remember, when we leave someone, we
should try to look at his/her face, smile, and say ‘bye’.” Try 
this game with a variety of partners in a variety of locations.

Play

This game is best done with three people: the 
student, a “helper”, and a “partner.” In a pinch, 
though, one person can serve as both the helper 
and the partner.

introdduction

Good eye 

contact!



Content: LESSON 4

With Ella-Robot, your child will learn three different leave taking words - "bye", "goodbye" and "see you

later". Your child will get to practice all three words with Ella Robot and the facilitators. You can refer to 
Activity 4 again and try using different leave-taking words with your child.



Lesson 4
Different leave-taking words

When I leave someone, I look at their face, smile, and say, “bye.” Sometimes I might use different words for 

leave-taking. Sometimes, I might say, “goodbye.” Sometimes, I might say, “bye.” Sometimes, I might say, 
“see you later.” These are different leave-taking words. I should wait for a good time to use these different

words. I can try to use differentwords when I am leaving. (See visual support 5)

Social narrative



Content: LESSON 5-6

Your child will learn what to do when a friend leaves during play and will use the verbal and non-verbal 

components of saying “bye.” This is done using 4 simple steps
(1) STOP what I am doing

(2) LOOK at my friend’s face 

(3) SMILE
(4) USE A LEAVE-TAKING WORD (bye, goodbye, see you later)



Lesson 5-6
Responding to other's people's leave-taking

Sometimes it is time for my friend to leave. My friend is leaving. I am not leaving. My friend might say “goodbye” to me. I should use my leave-

taking skills, even though I am not leaving. I need to look at my friend, smile, and say “bye” to him. I might not want my friend to leave, but I 
should still try to say goodbye. It might make me sad, but I still should try to say goodbye. It is OK to say goodbye. I can see them again later. 

My friend might not want to use all of his/her leave-taking sills. My friend might not look at me and smile and say, “bye.” This is OK.

Sometimes friends make mistakes. I do not need to tell him to do it right. It is not polite to tell my friend to 

do it right. When my friend needs to leave, I might be busy. It is OK for my friend to interrupt me to let me know he is leaving. I might not want to 
talk to anyone, but I still should try to say goodbye. I should stop what I am doing, look at my friend, smile, and say “bye.” Then, I can go 

back to what I was doing. This is the polite thing to do.

Social narrative



Activity 5: structured practice 2

Carry out Activity 4 again, but in this version of the game, the 
Partner leaves and initiates saying the leave taking word. The 
Student should try to respond, with help from the Helper, on 
how to respond to others' leave-taking.

1. STOP what I am doing (show STOP symbol)
2. LOOK at my friend’s face (LOOK)
3. SMILE (SMILE)
4. USE A LEAVE-TAKING WORD (GOODBYE WORD 

symbol) like “bye, goodbye,” or “see you later”

See you 

later Tim!



vocabulary
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vocabulary

Leave-taking: look at the person’s face, smile, and say a leave-taking words. Leave-taking is what I do when I am leaving.

Leave-taking words: bye, goodbye, see you later, etc.



Visual support 4



Visual support 5



cHAPTER 1 CONVERSATIONAL MODULE 3: conversation dynamics

Key words that your child has 
learnt in this chapter

2. VOCABULARY

Summary of key points of each 
lesson

1. INTRODUCTION & LESSON 
CONTENT

1. What your child is taught 
during Ella session

2. Social Narratives which serve 
as a guide for you to reinforce 

the learnt behaviors

3. Activities that you can carry 
out with your child

Within each lesson 
content, we wil cover:



Introduction & 
lesson content

01.



introduction
● Your child has learned what to do when

greeting (at the beginningof a conversation), 
and what to do when leave-taking (at the end of 
a conversation)—but what do you do in the 
middle? The “middle” is where the conversation 
actually takes place.

● In this module, we define conversation as taking
turns when talking with someone. Your child
will learn about different qualities of 
conversations (one-sided versus two-sided
conversations), and what a topic is and how to 
sustain a topic. We will also teach the 
constellation of appropriate nonverbal
components within a conversation usingan 
acronym: TLC (turn, look, and check your space)



In this lesson, your child will learn to respond to 
questions with an answer. Ella Robot will use social 

stories and video modelling to equip your child with 
skills to respond in everyday conversations. Your 

child will also get the opportunity to practice these 
skills by having one-sided conversations with both 

Ella Robot and the facilitator.

You may want to support your child’s learning by
practising activity 1 and 2 of this chapter.

Content: lesson 1



Lesson 1
Conversation & conversational turn-taking (one-sided conversations)

A conversation is taking turns when talking with someone. A person in a conversation may ask the other

persona question, listen for their answer, and then say something else. A person in a conversation may tell 
someone something and then wait for the other person to give a response. In a conversation, we should try

to take turns talking. In a conversation, we should try to listen to what the other person is saying. In a 

conversation, we should try to give a response to what the other personasks.

In a one-sided conversation, one personasks for information and the other persongives information. 
Usually, people are happy when both people give information.

Social narrative



Lesson 2
Conversational turn-taking (two-sided conversations: question-answer)

Usually, people are happy when both people give information. If we both ask questions, this conversation is

called a two-sided conversation with questions and answers.

Social narrative



Lesson 3
NON-VERBAL COMPONENTS TO CONVERSATION

When people are in a conversation, you should try to TURN (turn your body to your friend), LOOK (look at 

the friend’s face) and CHECK YOUR SPACE (be 2 big steps away from your friend). Not too close, and not 
too far. Try to be close enough but not too close to the friend

We can call this “TLC”: TURN, LOOK, & CHECK YOUR SPACE.• Whenwe use TLC in conversation, it

shows that you are talking to your friend. TLC is what you do with your body to show that you are in the 
conversation. (see visual support 6)

Social narrative



Lesson 4
STUDENT PRACTICE LESSON

(no new social narratives--utilize visual supports for previous lessons)

Social narrative



Lesson 5
USING TLC IN MORE DIFFICULT CONVERSATIONS (QUESTION-ANSWER+COMMENT)

Many friends like conversations with comments. In conversations with comments, people share information. 

Many friends like when you share information.
A COMMENT is when you give information. Usually, a comment is information you share about a topic. 
A TOPIC is what we are talking about. In a conversation, you should try to make a COMMENT about the 

TOPIC we are talking about--not a different TOPIC. Many friends like conversations with comments. In 
conversations with comments, people share information. Many friends like when you share information.

Social narrative



Lesson 6
TOPIC & TOPIC MAINTENANCE

A TOPIC is what we are talking about. When two people have a conversation, they try to stay on one topic 

for a little while. That means we should try to keep talking about the same thing. When I make a comment, I 
try to make a comment about the topic we are talking about, not a different topic.

When we have a conversation, we should try to talk about the same topic. Friends might not like when we

talk about a different topic and do not try to talk about their topic. Question greetings do not always need an 
answer.

Social narrative



vocabulary
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vocabulary

Conversation = taking turns when talking with someone

One-sided conversation = one person asks for information and the other person gives information.



Visual support 6



Visual support 7



Visual support 8



Visual support 9



Visual support 10



Visual support 11


